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KANVAZ VILLAGE RESORT, SEMINYAK
A LIFESTYLE RESORT for URBAN TRAVELLERS
147 Rooms, 8 Suites, made differently with locally sourced concept
Bali, January 28, 2020 – Situated at the heart of Seminyak, Bali’s in the vibrant village of
Petitenget, Kanvaz Village Resort, Seminyak is home for travellers where effortless comfort meets
contemporary lifestyle. Conceived to make a difference, Kanvaz empowers local talent through
arts, furnishings, culinary and hospitality that blends Balinese culture into unique personalized
service. From upscale 147 boutique accommodation, 4 exciting culinary discoveries, stylish
customizable event spaces to the stunning 110m Lagoon pool, the multifaceted resort offers
ultimate getaway and meaningful local experiences for modern travellers seeking sophisticated
lifestyle and just stone’s throw away from Bali’s most up and rising destinations and entertainment.

A HOME THAT CELEBRATES LOCAL CULTURE AND TALENTS IN A MULTICULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
Providing comforts of a home away from home, Kanvaz Village Resort, Seminyak presents all the
best comforts of a home, made differently. Elevated in an elegant yet functional design, infused
with local culture and unique personalized experiences. Kanvaz Resort Seminyak allows guests to
paint their own Kanvaz, meaning to experience Kanvaz as they most comfortably would, done
through an understanding of the sophisticated needs of today’s urban travellers. The interior and
architectural direction of the hotel took inspiration from royal homes of Indonesian colonial era
combined with an open-space, urban village concept and genuine service from the Kanvaz team to
ensure a seamless stay.
The resort design is appointed similarly to a residential home to enhance the homey and familiar
feeling. During arrival guests will be dropped off at the arrival port, before being escorted to the
veranda area of Blue Robin’s lounge where they can either relax on a lavish sofa of the elegant
Blue-themed lounge or meet and connect with other guests from other places under the high,
sunlit roof while enjoying the sights of floor to ceiling tropical plants and getting checked-in. The
experience continues as guest walks inside of the hotel to the living room area where locally
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sourced paintings, artworks, collectible items are displayed and plenty of sofa chairs are allocated
to accommodate casual lounges and light lunches. In front of the living room area, lies The Terrace
area with lush tropical backyard landscapes refreshes the eyes and a lagoon-style pool that
stretches to 110 meter long with generous sunlight from the open-air feature secluded by rows of
comfortable guest rooms with either pool access or direct pool-view from above it.
Kanvaz Village Resort, Seminyak recognizes the positive impact it can make as a platform and
catalyst to promote local talents. Paying homage to the myriad local talents and rich Indonesian
traditions, all art objects, furniture, decorative items are curated, customized and handcrafted by
local craftsmen to proudly showcase it to the world. Kanvaz is distinguished by its painting that is
exclusively commissioned for the hotel. No two artworks will be alike; as each painting channels
and communicates the stories of one distinctive hotel and its locality.
Kanvaz Resort Seminyak aims to disconnect the diverse modern travellers, coming from far and
wide, away from their busy daily lifestyles and allow them to connect with the local culture, the
beautiful nature, to obtain new human interactions and new experiences, all connected through
authentic and unique stay experience at Kanvaz.

URBAN RESORT ACCOMODATIONS
Ranging from 34 sqm up to 75sqm, the 147 premier rooms and 8 suites at Kanvaz Resort Village,
Seminyak are stylishly appointed and spaciously proportioned with modern amenities and
minimalist furnishings. A striking hanging Batik motif is present in all guestrooms, offset by a color
palette of neutral brown or blue colors to boost guest’s mood as they enter. A locally crafted
asymmetric bathroom amenities tray sourced from an artisan in Bandung, a ceramic toothbrush
glass from Yogyakarta, a handsome local-rattan bistro chair from Cirebon, a Kanvaz signature bed
fabricated with pure comforting pleasure in mind and a contemporary designed bathroom with
lavishly rainforest shower or bathtub and premium toiletries with fresh scents of nature.
Being strategically positioned at Seminyak, the trendiest hub of Bali, discover its vibrant dining
experiences, celebrated fashion boutiques, trendy beach clubs, exciting cultural activities and the
limitless, unusual Seminyak experiences tailored for each guests by the Kanvaz Lifestyle Brand
Ambassadors.
GLOBAL DINING EXPERIENCE
Kanvaz dining concept adopts multinational inspiration or Kanvaz Nation. Food experience is an
integral part of the Kanvaz experience. The overall dining experience is carefully designed to bring
guests a unique perspective of global dining to Kanvaz. As food is an inherent identity that
distinguishes any culture at Kanvaz Resort Village, Seminyak, we understand people’s desire to
travel great distances for the sake of tantalizing their palates. Herein, handcrafted by our talented
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chef, to bring the best that Indonesia has to offer. Combining French ingredients, sourced from
local food artisan and farmers to satisfy your epicurean curiosity.
BLUE ROBIN’S
Located centrally of the arrival area of Kanvaz, Blue Robin’s sets the expectations and the first
impressions for both hotels as well as Food & Beverages experiences. Inspired by a European
greenhouse the gorgeously imposing tiffany blue structure serves the purpose of a welcoming
lounge, meeting point.
THE TERRACE
The Terrace dreamingly looks into the infinity Lagoon Pool allowing cooling breezes to carry you
away. The restaurant features a Library escape, a full serviced Bar and open terrace serving from
breakfast throughout dinner with comforts as only enjoyed at home. The menu highlights authentic
Indonesian specialties complimented with worldly selection fulfilling hungry travelers with a wide
array of appetites and preferences. The Terrace functions as the breakfast center where homey
comforts are lovingly prepared and providing you the perfect start for the exciting day ahead.
KAZA
Situated on the second floor of the building and is accessible by both lobby staircase and lobby
elevator. Kaza serves Mediterranean, Inspirational dining cuisine, with leather seating and grained
wood top tables, is a magical sanctuary to comfort all the senses. The restaurant honors and
respects influences from the Middle Eastern and Mediterranean countries, bringing out tempting
sets of tapas or meze to be shared by all. Kaza Signature by Chef Cyril Boulais is soon to be listed
as one of Bali’s top dining venues.
R.U.COCO
A Japanese Izakaya and Yakuza inspired dining. The space evokes strong emotions and reactions
through its cool vibes, attitude and music. The street side dining, offering fire noodles, quirky
salads, toasted soft buns, and fruity flavored beverages. On the second floor is equipped and set
up as a dine in area with fixed and loose seating. It houses a small service bar from which range of
alcoholic and nonalcoholic beverages can be served. The area is able to independently host
private events and parties catering to guest needs.
A RESPITE OF SPA & WELLNESS
Enter the world of well-being at Elemental Spa & Wellness and at our gym, yoga studio, healing
room, juice bar, face and body treatment and beauty salon. The experienced spa therapists will
create an elevated experience of a blissful pampering and a complete relaxation. The Water, Fire,
Air or Earth signature massages, for a rejuvenated feeling of being revived, restored and
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reconnected.
INSPIRING EVENTS
Functions and Meeting Rooms
Located on the third floor of the commercial building, the area is accessible through the lobby
staircase and by the lobby elevator located opposite of the reception area. The area can
accommodate a variety of functions such as; group breakfast, corporate meetings, boardroom
meeting, lunch or dinner event etc.
Pop Up Floor
Located on the fourth floor of the commercial building, the areas is accessible through the lobby
staircase and by the lobby elevator located opposite of the reception area. The area allows
entrance to the Spa as well as the access to the wedding reflecting water.
The area can accommodate a wide variety of functions from markets, bazaars, exhibitions, art and
fashion events etc. Planning to have a weekend market like once a month where guest indulge in
a weekend with local delicacies such Indonesia food specialty and drinks and local objects
souvenir.
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